The relationship between the storm-time ring current and the auroral electrojets is investigated using IMAGE magnetometer data, D St and H-SYM, and solar wind data. Statistical results as well as the investigation of single events show that the auroral electrojets occur also during nonstorm conditions without storm-time ring current development and even during the storm recovery phase of increasing D St . A close correlation between electrojet intensity and ring current intensity was not found. Though the eastward electrojet moves equatorward during the storm main phase there is no unequivocal relationship between the movement of the westward electrojet and the ring current development. All these results suggest that the auroral electrojets and the ring current develop more or less independently of each other.
Introduction
For a long time the question of how close the relationship is between geomagnetic ®eld variations in the auroral zone, in low latitudes and near the equator has been a puzzle. Since the 1960s it has been known and accepted that these geomagnetic ®eld variations, which are the most characteristic features of geomagnetic storms, are caused by three-dimensional ionosphericmagnetospheric current systems. One of the most important basic problems of magnetosphere physics and especially of the disturbed magnetosphere is the interrelation between the substorm current system and the current systems which contribute to the storm-time variation D St , the ring current (DR), the tail current (DT) and the Chapman-Ferraro current (DCF) current system. In particular the interrelation between substorm and ring current current system has been at the forefront of discussions. Three possibilities appear to be conceivable:
1. The ring current is the cause of the auroral electrojets 2. The auroral electrojets are the cause of the ring current 3. There is no relationship between ring current and auroral electrojet development though they are caused by one and the same source
Because of these possibilities the question about the temporal occurrence of DR and DP was very important in the 1960s. However, the discussions and suggestions are quite controversial. Research by Akasofu and Chapman (1963) found that DR and DP develop quite simultaneously, while Feldstein and Starkov (1968) and Shevnin et al. (1968) showed that the position of the auroral oval is controlled by the intensity of the ring current. For example a D St value of )100 nT corresponds to the equatorward boundary of auroral oval at midnight at a geomagnetic latitude of 59°. On the other hand Akasofu and Yoshida (1966) found that the increase of the DR current often occurs earlier than the substorm begins. In particular it occurred prior to the recurrent geomagnetic storms which are characterized by the absence of a storm sudden commencement event. By way of contrast Pudovkin et al. (1968) , Davis and Parthasarathy (1967) and Haurwitz (1969) showed that DP often increases before the DR increase. Later Eather and Carovillano (1971) found that the ring current is source for proton auroras and Kamide and Fukushima (1972) considered that the asymmetric ring current is the source of the eastward electrojet. Only after the appearance of in-situ satellite data was it discovered that obviously the ring current during magnetic storms is generated mainly by ionospheric energetic particles, especially by ionospheric 0 + (Balsi-ger et al., 1980 (Balsi-ger et al., , 1983 Sharp et al., 1983; Whalen, 1983) . One of the ®rst suggestions that energetic ions of ionospheric origin appear in the magnetospheric tail came from Banks and Holzer (1968) . On the basis of these observations it is not surprising that many believe that the ring current formation is mostly caused by the substorm events (e.g. Liu and Rostoker, 1995; Rostoker 1997) . However, this idea was rejected by Iyemori and Rao (1996) . They considered that the frequent occurrence of substorms is not the cause of the ring current development. This idea is supported by the investigations of Siscoe and Petschek (1997) . Iyemori and Rao's (1996) work indicated that there is no direct interrelation between substorm and ring current intensi®cation. They are two independent processes which are possibly caused by the same source. Rostoker et al. (1997a, b) criticized that the paper of Iyemori and Rao (1996) did not clearly show in the observations an independent ring current development during the substorm expansion phase. We establish that the discussion of these important magnetospheric processes is at present of great interest. Due to better ground-based and satellite observations this discussion can be carried out today with much better data than in the past. Our aim is to present our opinion on these interesting relationships. In the ®rst part we investigate whether or not a relationship exists between the occurrence of the intensi®cation of the auroral electrojets and the ring current (or D St ) during the dierent storm phases and nonstorm conditions. In the second part we shall describe the process of the equatorward movement of the auroral electrojets and possible relationships to the development of the ring current (or D St ). Solar wind conditions and the behavior of the interplanetary magnetic ®eld will be taken into account also in these investigations.
Data
For statistical and event investigations following data were used: mean hourly D St values from September 1991 to December 1996, hourly and 1 minute AL values for 1990, the IMAGE magnetometer chain data from 1992 to 1996, 1 minute SYM-H data from WDC-C2, Kyoto, for special events, and the corresponding solar wind and interplanetary magnetic ®eld data of the WIND satellite (Table 1) . We used data of the solar wind velocity V, solar wind density N and the southward component B Z of the interplanetary magnetic ®eld.
We disregarded the data from the poleward IMAGE stations, known as the Svalbard stations because the position of the centre of the eastward and the westward electrojet was mostly southward of Soraya. The IM-AGE data were used to estimate the position of the centre of both electrojets. This is the latitude for DZ = 0. To work out the time development of the electrojet movement it was necessary to draw latitudinal pro®les for many time instants. Another parameter of the electrojet is the poleward and the equatorward boundary. Clearly would be useful to determine the movement of these boundaries during the substorm process. To do this requires estimation of the electrojet width, a laborious and unreliable process at present.
To separate the in¯uence of the Chapman-Ferrarocurrent (DCF) on D St we have used the formula DCF = bVÖN. For b we have taken b = 0.30 nT (eV cm )3 ) 1/2 following Burton et al. (1975) . Then it was calculated that DR = D St ) DCF. However, we must always consider that the DR calculation by virtue of this formula is not only the ring current magnetic ®eld but also contains the tail current magnetic ®eld DT. There is evidence that DT is not in®nitely small but of the same order as the ring current magnetic ®eld at the main phase of the magnetic storm (Alexeev et al., 1996) . However, the estimation of DT as part of D St was accomplished using a special model of the tail current (Alexeev et al., 1996) . There is no evidence that this model is correct. Therefore, in the following investigation we neglect DT.
Occurrence of ring current and auroral electrojets during storm and nonstorm conditions

Statistical results
It is generally interesting to know about the occurrence of the auroral electrojets during dierent storm phases and nonstorm intervals. To investigate this issue we took all pronounced positive (>200 nT) and negative (<)300 nT, in addition to two events) bay disturbances which occurred in the auroral zone along the IMAGE magnetometer chain from September 1991 to December 1996. This is an arbitrary choice of thresholds, however, smaller absolute threshold values would cause the amount of data much. It would be necessary for such an investigation to separate convection and explosive events. Sun et al. (1998) have done this recently using the method of natural orthogonal components. They were able to show that it is possible to separate single substorm events in directly driven (DP2) and unloading components (DP1). Using this method they need time series of the ionospheric equivalent current function and therefore, magnetic ®eld data of an auroral latitude circle. We also found work by Weimer (1999) showing dierent electric potential patterns of this two components. In our case we have only one meridian chain data. For these there is no easy method to make such a separation at present. In the time interval (1991±1996) we have found altogether 57 events of the eastward electrojet and 539 of the westward electrojet. All these events were compared with D St at their occurrence time in order to ®nd the phase of activity. Thereby a disturbance was designated as a storm when a clear main and recovery phase were discernible. D St in the maximum of the main phase must be <)20 nT. All other disturbances which did not ful®ll this condition were taken as events occurring during nonstorm conditions. Sometimes decision between late recovery phase and nonstorm conditions was not easy. The distribution of these events at the dierent phases of activity for the eastward electrojet are presented in Fig. 1 and for the westward electrojet in Fig. 2 . First of all it should be emphasized that the auroral electrojets appear independently of the storm phases and even during nonstorm quasi-quiet conditions. Then the two ®gures show a dierent characteristic behaviour of the occurrence of these two electrojets. The eastward electrojet occurs most frequently during the storm main phase but the westward one during nonstorm conditions. The westward electrojet occurs rather often during the storm electrojet intensity? The result is shown in Fig. 3 . Here we used the maximum auroral electrojet magnetic ®eld intensity along the magnetometer chain. It is clearly seen that for both electrojets the correlation between the D St and electrojet, intensity is not very high. Though there is recognizable tendency that the more intensive the D St Fig. 5 . Two examples of the movement of westward electrojet centre during the storm recovery phase the more intensive the electrojets, the scattering of the scatter diagrams of Fig. 3 is great. The correlation is higher for the eastward electrojet than for the westward one. This shows that the eastward electrojet follows more closely the development of D St than the westward one. Figure 3 also shows that the intensity in D St is higher for the westward electrojet than for the eastward one. We do not have any explanation for this.
Special events
Westward electrojet
We have seen that obviously substorms occur at all storm phases and also during nonstorm conditions.
Figures 4±6 illustrate this fact by some single substorm events. In the upper panel of these ®gures the IMAGE magnetometer magnetograms are shown. Before September 1992 the IMAGE had only 7, later 9 and today 10 stations. The lower panels show the SYM-H values of Iyemori (1990) , which are available at the WDC-C2 in Kyoto. Figure 4 shows two examples of substorms occurring during the storm main phase. SYM-H decreases considerably during the time of substorm development in the auroral zone. However, strong substorms can develop also during the storm recovery phase, as Fig. 5 illustrates. The variations of SYM-H are very small at the substorm times. We emphasize that this is a very important observation. Obviously strong substorms occurring during the storm recovery phase do not in¯uence the ring current decay. This is in accor- Kamide et al. (1998) . As Fig. 6 shows substorms can appear also during nonstorm conditions. On the right panel of Fig. 6 SYM-H is even positive.
Of course, it is an important question whether D St or SYM-H is the right parameter to clarify the relationship between substorm and ring current. Sometimes DCF has the same magnitude as DR so that D St shows no eect. However it is possible to ®nd out this for the nonstorm events of Fig. 6 because solar wind and interplanetary magnetic ®eld data of the satellite WIND are available. Figure 7 shows the WIND data and the calculated variations of DR and DCF for these two events. As DR variation testi®es there is no eect of the substorm on the ring current in the both events. But it is necessary always to take into account that the tail current in¯uence is contained in this DR estimation. For the two events DCF is about 30 nT and DR about )30 to )40 nT. B Z is about zero.
Eastward electrojet
The statistics show that the eastward electrojet occurs mainly during the storm main phase when the ring current intensity is increasing. Some examples are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. On September 9, 1992 (Fig. 8) , the eastward electrojet increases about 1000 UT (about 1230 MLT) at the same time when SYM decreases and the maximum of the positive bay is reached about 1300 UT at the end of the main phase. A similar behaviour can be established during the storm on May 16, 1995.
The maximum of positive bay is reached one hour later, about 1400 UT.
However, there are also events occurring during the storm recovery phase and nonstorm conditions. The positive bay disturbance on November 27, 1994, is an example of an occurrence during the recovery phase. In the lower panel of Fig. 9 DR and DCF are represented. There is no change of DCF during the positive bay. Its maximum has been reached about 1200 UT at the time of increasing DR. When the positive bay is seen on February 14, 1995 1200 to 1800 UT there are nonstorm conditions. Again DR does not show remarkable changes at this time. Thus, we can state that the eastward electrojet also appears at all times apart from extremely quiet conditions.
Movement of the auroral electrojets and development of D ST
Statistical results
To understand the relationship between electrojet and ring current development it is of great importance to consider the movements of the electrojets during these events. As already mentioned we can take into account only the movement of the electrojet centre. Of course, we would get a better picture of electrojet movement if we had addition knowledge of the motion of the poleward and equatorward edge of both electrojets. This would require estimation the width of the electrojets, which is a very dicult task because the distribution of the electrojet current density is unknown as a rule. For instance, the question is whether or not there is any dependence of the electrojet movement direction on the ring current intensi®cation or decay. The result of the statistical investigation using the observations from September 1991 to December 1996 is shown in Fig. 10 for the eastward electrojet and in Fig. 11 for the westward electrojet. Here the same data set as for Figs. 1 and 2 was used. In these ®gures all events are divided again in to four groups, i.e. events occurring during initial, main and recovery phases and during nonstorm conditions. In Figs. 10 and 11 N marks northward movement of the electrojet, S marks southward movement and K indicates that the position of the Figure 10 shows, as a rule, that the eastward electrojet moves predominantly equatorwards at all disturbance phases. However, sometimes the position is not changed, and a poleward motion occurs very rarely. The conditions are quite dierent for the westward electrojet. The westward electrojet moves at ®rst polewards at the beginning of the substorm expansion phase at about 50% of all events. However, Fig. 9 . Two examples of the eastward electrojet magnetic ®eld during late recovery phase and nonstorm conditions it is very rare that the westward electrojet moves at ®rst equatorwards or does not change its position. What is the reason that the westward electrojet reacts so dierently? This is a very interesting and important question, which an investigation of some special events may illuminate.
Special events
Westward electrojet
In the lower panel of Figs. 4 and 5 besides the variation of SYM-H the respective position of the westward electrojet centre is also presented. For the main phase (Fig. 4) together with the recovery phase (Fig. 5) two dierent events are shown. For the ®rst event shown in the left panel the westward electrojet moves at ®rst polewards and for the other event (in the right panel) it moves equatorwards. Although for the event on October 18, 1995 the electrojet moves further equatorwards, to a latitude of about 58°, it is remarkable that the electrojet movement during the recovery phase can reach similar low latitudes as during the main phase. One can observe the same behaviour even during nonstorm conditions as Fig. 12 shows. In Fig. 12 two substorms occurring during nonstorm conditions are presented. SYM-H is very low. The left panel illustrates again a poleward-moving electrojet at the substorm beginning and the right panel shows an equatorwardmoving electrojet. Of course it is remarkable that during nonstorm conditions the electrojet can also reach such low latitudes as on April 12, 1994, during the early main phase. On the left panel of Fig. 13 the relationship between the most equatorward position of the westward electrojet centre and the maximum value of SYM during the time of the substorm is shown. The correlation coecient of this relationship is 0.782. Therefore, there is a tendency that the higher the ring current intensity, then the more equatorwards the electrojet moves. This fact agrees with Feldstein et al. (1998) . However, we should also consider the considerable scatter of points for small SYM values. Nevertheless, it shows once again clearly that an equatorward movement of the westward electrojet will be accompanied by a ring current increase.
Eastward electrojet
Figures 8 and 9 show four examples of the eastward electrojet centre movement . The upper curve of the lower panel shows the temporal variation of the electrojet centre position and the lower curve shows the temporal variation of SYM-H, correspondingly. For the main phase (Fig. 8 ) the time variation of these two parameters conforms very well. However, during an eastward electrojet enhancement, occurring during the recovery phase or during nonstorm conditions, (Fig. 9 ) the electrojet also moves equatorwards. On the right panel of Fig. 13 a very close correlation between the most equatorward position of the eastward electrojet and the maximum value of SYM during the time of the positive bay is recognizable. This is in a good accordance with Feldstein et al. (1998) .
Discussion
The observations of the IMAGE magnetometer chain have enabled us to investigate the relationship between the auroral electrojets occurrence and the ring current, taking into account the fact that the in¯uence of the tail current is included in the term``ring current''. We were not only interested to answer the question whether there is a causal dependence between these two phenomena , 1991 , to December 31, 1996 but also whether the electrojet movement, equatorwards as well as polewards, depends on the ring current development or vice versa. We have tried to answer these questions using statistical data and observations of single events. The deviations from the statistical mean value are always the most important. Though it is certain that both electrojets can occur at all storm phases and even during nonstorm conditions (Figs. 1, 2 ) Fig. 12 . Two examples of the movement of westward electrojet centre during nonstorm conditions it is evident that the eastward electrojet appears mainly during the storm main phase. For the westward electrojet this fact gives the ®rst suggestion that it is not necessarily connected with the development of the ring current. This will be documented also by some single events shown in Figs. 4±7. It is a fact that some substorms during the recovery phase (Fig. 5 ) and during nonstorm conditions are not accompanied by the ring current increase, or, for the strong substorm on the left panel of Fig. 5 , even by a decrease of the ring current intensity.
Though the eastward electrojet occurrence has a closer correlation to the ring current than the westward one as was shown for the main phase (see Fig. 8 ), such a relationship is not given for the late recovery phase and nonstorm conditions, (see Fig. 9 ).
However, these connections will be clearer, when presenting the electrojets movement. The most pronounced feature is the dierent behaviour of both electrojets. The eastward electrojet always moves equatorwards and the westward electrojet mostly polewards and often equatorwards (Figs. 10, 11 ). This is independent of the phase of the disturbance. During the main phase the eastward electrojet begins to move equatorwards exactly at the main phase beginning and this movement ceases at the end of the main phase. Recovery of ring current intensity and again poleward movement also develop about simultaneously (Fig. 8) . Westward electrojets during the main phase can move, at the event beginning, either polewards or equatorwards (Fig. 4) . This is valid also for the recovery phase (Fig. 5 ) and for nonstorm conditions (Fig. 12) . A possible explanation of the dierent behaviour between the two electrojets could be the double-cause of the electrojets, the convection and the explosive one. In the case of the westward electrojet the convection electrojet moves equatorward and the explosive electrojet moves polewards. On the other hand both types of the eastward electrojet move equatorwards. It was shown by Grafe (1994) that also the explosive eastward electrojet moves equatorwards. Though we can also con®rm the statistical results of Feldstein et al., 1998 which imply that both electrojets move further equatorwards as the ring current intensity increases (shown in Fig. 13 ) we should however, not forget that there are big deviations from the statistical average. Now we return to the discussion in the introduction of this work. The results described here ®t best in to the conception that the electrojets develop independently of the ring current. Our results are in a good agreement with these given by Iyemori and Rao (1996) , by McPherron, 1997 , and by Siscoe and Petschek (1997) . Kamide et al. (1997) have partly the same opinion. But it seems that, in the inner magnetosphere, the ring current favours the conditions for the equatorward movement of the electrojets. The observations show clearly that the ring current intensity does not depend on the development of substorm intensity. This has also been shown very well by McPherron (1997) . We agree with him that the substorm can not be the primary source of the ring current energy.
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